of the naturalist Charles Pickering and philologist Horatio Hale, weighed into the ensuing battles between the monogenetic and polygenetic interpretations of human history.
Joyce presents a lively narrative of the Wilkes expedition, focusing especially The then popular image of the "wild Indian" was especially central. There was some irony to this because as New Englanders few members of the expedition had personal experience of Native Americans prior to the voyage and were startled by the reality when they first observed actual Indians in Oregon in 1841. Joyce assiduously documents points at which members use the term "Indian" or language that suggests this comparison. Unfortunately, he does not provide a systematic discussion of what the concept of the "Indian" might have meant to different participants in the voyage. "Indian" appears, in fact, to have been a rather ambiguous term. It was still commonly used as a general term for "savage" or "native," a usage that the Wilkes expedition members would have come across in the publications of earlier Pacific expeditions.
In the absence of such a discussion, Joyce's comments on the influence of the Indian stereotype upon the expedition members sometimes appear Joyce's narrative of the voyage is more successful. He presents a colorful, richly textured account that provides readers unfamiliar with the expedition a good sense of its character and accomplishments. Regional specialists in the Pacific islands and perhaps elsewhere, however, will be troubled by some aspects. Most of the problems are merely annoying, such as the absence of a good map and Joyce's inconsistency in providing contemporary names for the islands Wilkes visited (why give the contemporary name for the tiny island of Reao but not for the archipelago of which it is a part?). Joyce's grasp of geography is sometimes shaky as when he grossly inflates the number of islands making up Tonga and Fiji (pp. 82, 88) Even if it does not quite rise to its full promise, The Making of American Ethnography is an important and welcome contribution. Joyce tells a complicated story very well indeed and points the way to several potentially rich areas for further exploration concerning a period of anthropological history that has for too long been neglected.
